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Abstract
Parallel programming is complicated. This complexity arises from the compounding of low-level parallelism related issues with the problems of writing good sequential
code. Over the years, various approaches have been proposed to aid parallel program
developers. These approaches employ high-level models of parallel computation, thus
hiding the low-level parallelism-related details from the user. Different approaches employ different abstraction techniques, such as communication libraries, macros, new
parallel languages and abstract data types. In this paper, we present a templatebased approach to parallel application development, which uses frequently occurring
patterns for parallelism. A parallel template is a re-usable, application-independent
encapsulation of a commonly used parallel computing pattern. It is implemented as
a re-usable code-skeleton for quick and reliable development of parallel applications.
In the past, parallel programming systems have allowed fast prototyping of parallel
applications based on commonly occurring communication and synchronization structures. The uniqueness of this approach is that the templates in this model are generic,
with associated structural and behavioral attributes which can be parameterized. Templates have standard interfaces which facilitate their composition. Unlike the similar
approaches in the past, which were mostly suitable for solving a limited subset of
parallel applications, this approach provides a systematic development model for the
hierarchical development and the subsequent refinements of a vast majority of coarsegrained parallel applications, which can be suitably solved on a network cluster. Two
of the main issues addressed are: degree of flexibility in application development and
extendibility (hence adaptability) of the development system as per user’s need. Both
of these issues were some of the major concerns in the past.
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Introduction

High complexity of building parallel applications is often cited as one of the major impediments to the mainstream adoption of parallel computing. This complexity is the maximum
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at the lowest level of abstraction, e.g., at the socket level which is closest to the hardware
architecture. The complexity generally decreases with higher levels of software abstraction,
which move the user farther from the architectural details (though at the cost of some performance overhead). Over the years, various approaches have been proposed to aid parallel
program developers. A majority of these approaches employ a high level model of parallel
computation, thus hiding details of low-level parallelism related issues, such as: hardware
architectures, interconnection topologies, process creation/binding, communication and synchronization, data marshaling and un-marshaling, etc. Different models employ different
abstraction techniques, such as communication libraries, macros, new parallel languages,
and abstract data types.
Depending on the degree to which the programmer specifies the parallel interactions, these
models can broadly be categorized as explicit, implicit or semi-explicit. As an illustration:
(1) TCP/IP sockets [18], message passing library (MPL) packages like PVM [14] and MPI
[15], and various remote procedure call(RPC) packages fall into the explicit category. (2)
Techniques like parallelizing compilers [1] fall into the implicit category. Many functional and
logic programming languages [3] also explore implicit parallelism which is naturally present in
these languages. (3) Several other approaches fall into the semi-explicit parallelism category,
where the user handles part of the parallelism-related issues. For instance: High Performance
Fortran (HPF) [19], Fortran D [17], C/C++ Linda [8], object-oriented programming models
based on active objects (e.g. ABC++, CHARM++, etc) [32], and various template-based
[28] and similar approaches (for instance, refer to [31]).
In this paper, we discuss a template-based approach for parallel programming, which
is based on the use of frequently occurring patterns for parallelism. Before we proceed,
we should emphasize that various terminologies have been used in the literature to express
similar ideas, but in different contexts. For example, the term design pattern is used in
[13] for representing frequently occurring patterns in the context of object-oriented design
methodology. The same terminology has been used in the context of parallel and distributed
computing to imply commonly occurring parallel or distributed computing abstractions [29].
Some other authors have used terms like programming paradigm, algorithmic skeleton or
template to express similar concepts [5, 10, 27]. Also different authors have used it at different
levels of abstraction. Irrespective of the context, the terminology, or the level of abstraction,
these are all based on similar ideas. The terminology template used in this paper will mean
a parallel template, and should not be interpreted as a C++ template (or the terminology
template used in any other context).
A template-based approach has the same intention as the other approaches to parallel
programming, i.e. to facilitate the development of a parallel application. In addition, it
emphasizes the following issues: (a) re-usability of the frequently occurring structures for
parallelism and of the existing sequential code; (b) usability through the study and documentation of the frequently occurring patterns for parallelism, thus avoiding re-learning
solution strategies; and (c) the possibility of writing correct programs with lesser effort by
hiding most of the tedious and error-prone, low-level parallelism related details from the
user.
The template-based approach to parallel programming was used in the late 1980’s in sys2

tems like CODE [6] and FrameWorks [27]. Some recent systems based on similar techniques
include CODE2 [7], Enterprise [25], HeNCE [7], PUL-TUF [31], and Tracs [4]. Similar ideas
are explored in the domains of functional and logic programming languages in systems like
FP [11] and Strand [12]. Recently, some researchers have turned their attention towards investigating application-independent solution strategies from the viewpoint of understanding
and classifying them. In [5], a programming paradigm for parallel computing is defined as
a class of algorithms that solve different problems but have the same control structure. The
term Archetype is used in [9] to denote a program design strategy for a class of parallel algorithms along with the associated program design and example implementations. Emphasis
here is on enhancing a developer’s understanding of common classes of parallel problems
using documentation and exemplar implementations.
As discussed in detail in [28], the desirable characteristics of a template-based model
are: (1) Separation of specification, which enables one to specify the templates (i.e. the
parallel structures of the application) separately from the application specific code. From
implementation point of view, this brings in the notion of code-skeletons, which are templateimplementations without the application specific components. (2) Hierarchical resolution of
parallelism, which allows the refinement of parts of a parallel application graph by expanding
it using the same model. That is, templates can include other templates. (3) Mutually
independent templates, which makes templates context insensitive. I.e. it should be possible
to use each template with all other templates, based on the application’s requirements. (4)
Extendible repertoire of templates, which will enable a user to add new templates to the
system based on need. (5)Large collection of useful templates, so that it extensively covers
a wide range of applications. (6) An open system concept, which provides the user enough
of flexibility in developing his application. The absence of such a feature often hand-ties
the user with the limitations and the constraints of the particular parallel computing model.
(7) Program correctness. (8) Use of an existing programming language rather than language
extension or a new language which will enhance re-usability of existing sequential code and
also reduce learning and development times. (9) performance. (10) Support tools. (11)
portability and usability.
The issue of the separation of specifications was a key feature of most of the templatebased models of the past. However, each of them has its own limitations which can be
classified based on the above-mentioned desirable characteristics. Comparison of this work
with the related research is discussed separately towards the end of this paper.
This work focuses on the additional and important issues besides the previously described
goals, i.e.(a) through (c), of a template-based approach. They are: (d) flexibility or openness, by providing a user high degree of freedom in developing his application. It should be
noted here that the highest degree of freedom is at the lowest level, such as the socket level.
This freedom decreases with higher and higher levels of software abstraction, as the user
becomes more and more constrained by the limitations of the particular parallel computing
model. This template-based model allows the user to develop his application in a hierarchical
fashion, with varying degrees of abstraction at the different levels of the hierarchy. Consequently, the user has most of the freedom of working in a low-level message-passing system
(for instance: something very similar to PVM/MPI), as well as working in a higher level
parallel programming model (for instance: data-parallel computation). (e) Extendibility, by
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allowing a user or system designer to extend the system as per need. This enables an experienced user or system designer to add new templates to the system which might be useful
for future re-use. This will also contribute towards flexibility. (f ) Canonization, by giving a
generic definition to a template, with associated structural and behavioral attributes. This,
together with a well-defined development model, allows a user to systematically extend and
compose the various template extensions in a hierarchical fashion. These generic templates
are context-insensitive and they can include other templates, as part of the model. The
development model elegantly allows hierarchical refinements of an application. It also allows the user to work at the various levels of abstraction and to inter-mix different parallel
computing paradigms on a single development platform.
The development system is presently implemented using the industry standard C++
(SunCC compiler, version 4.1), without requiring any language extension. It is built on top
of the portable layers of PVM and MPI (i.e. initially built on PVM and later ported to
MPI).

2

The Template-based Model

A parallel template, abbreviated as a template, is an application-independent entity with
associated structural and behavioral attributes. A user extends a template by filling in the
application specific code and the various application-dependent parameters associated with
the attributes. A user’s extension of a template is called a parallel module or simply a module.
Figure 1 illustrates relationship between a template and a user’s extension to a template,i.e.
a parallel module. Here, modules M1 and M2 extend the template T1, while Module M3
extends the template T2.
Definition 1: A parallel template T is the set of attributes, {Rep, Child cluster, T opology,
Behavior}. A user extends a template by filling in the application specific components
inside these attributes. This results in a parallel module. When a parallel module M extends
a template T, it is denoted by M ⊃ T . Some of these attributes convey their meanings only
in the context of a parallel module. Consequently, they are discussed in both the contexts:
• Rep is a logical process entity. When filled in with the application specific code, rep
acts as the representative of the corresponding module.
• Child cluster is an attribute refering to the back-end of a parallel module. The actual
parallel computation takes place at the back-end. Mathematically, Child cluster =
{M1 , M2 , ..., Mn }, where each of Mi is itself a parallel module. M is the parent of each
of the Mi ’s. Mi is a peer of Mj if both of them belong to the same Child cluster.
• T opology is an attribute which specifies the designated topology of the modules inside
the Child cluster. A template is designed for a specific topology, or a collection of
specific topologies. Topology can be regular (for instance: a 2-D mesh) or irregular
(for instance: user specified irregular topology). There can be various applicationdependent parameters associated with this attribute. For instance: the dimensions of
a 2-D mesh topology; or the connectivity specification inside an irregular topology.
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• Behavior is a set of two entities which capture the behavior of the template, i.e.
Behavior = {M odel, P rotocols}.
– M odel is an abstract entity describing the parallel computing model, for which
the template T is designed for. For instance: data-parallel, control-parallel, or
the dynamic replication model.
– P rotocols is a set of communication-related protocols, {PInt , PExt }, using which
a user can implement his application specific code on a template extension. The
two members are: (1) the internal protocol, PInt , which reflects the M odel and
the designated T opology of the template. Using the primitives inside P Int , the
representative can interact with the child cluster, and the modules inside the
child cluster can interact with their peers. The internal protocol is an inherent
property of the template. (2)The external protocol, PExt , is an application dependent attribute. A module M adapts to the context of its parent by choosing
the right external protocol.
Templates can be broadly classified into three categories:
• A Compositional template is one which is designed for an irregular user-defined topology. Inside the child cluster of a module M extending a compositional template, a user
can irregularly compose other modules. Its internal protocol is PROT Net, i.e. P Int =
PROT Net. The primitives inside PROT Net are very close to those in PVM/MPI. It
provides the user the lowest level of abstraction and the necessary amount of flexibility,
which he will enjoy in application development.
• A Singleton is a special template, with empty Child cluster and T opology attributes.
Thus a module extending a singleton contains only the representative, which makes it
a sequential computing module.
• A Basic template is designed for a fundamental model of parallel computation. For
instance: a template for data-parallel, dynamic replication, pipelined or systolic array
computation.
Definition 2: Let us consider the template, T = {Rep, Child cluster, T opology, Behavior}.
Let M be a module which extends T . There is a hierarchical tree associated with M and is
denoted by HTree(M). Formaly, HTree(M) = {Rep, HTree(M1 ), HTree(M2 ),..., HTree(Mn )}.
Here, each of Mi is a child of M . The leaves of a hierarchical tree are modules extending
singletons (since they have no children). If the module M extends a singleton template, it is
both the root and the leaf of the associated tree.
The development model: The user follows these steps in developing his application: (1)
Study the application in detail. (2) Study the various templates, and select the appropriate
one to create the root of the hierarchy. (3) At any level of the hierarchical tree, suitably
select the proper child templates and the associated modules. Each child module adapts to
the context of its parent by choosing the right external protocol. The following simple rule
applies: if M is the parent and Mi is one of its child, then PExt of Mi = PInt of T , where
M ⊃ T . (4) Write the application specific code for each module using its protocols.
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The development system: The development system directly builds the hierarchical tree
for an application (while completely hiding it from the user). It also takes care of many of
the previous details (for instance: choosing the right protocols), which can be automated.
Examples in the next section will illustrate the simplicity of the development system, which
hides most of the theory behind it.

2.1

An Example

We consider an example which illustrates the previous discussion. Its implementation using
the development system is illustrated in the next section. Let us consider a producer-workerconsumer example: the producer produces a stream of data and passes it to the worker. The
worker processes the data and passes it to the consumer. The consumer consumes the data.
The whole process continues in a loop. Also let us assume that the worker is the most time
consuming of the three modules.
Since the three modules form a pipeline, a pipeline template is the most reasonable one to
choose. We can also choose a compositional template, which by default creates an all-to-all
interconnection topology. For illustration, we have decided to use a compositional template
in this example.
So the root of the hierarchy becomes a module extending a compositional template,
which we name as Root. Its internal protocol is PROT Net, which provides the lowest level
of abstraction. There are two possible ways to choose its children. Case 1: The Root has
three children: Producer, Worker and Consumer. Since each of the three children performs
its work sequentially (at least for now), they are modules extending singleton templates. In
this case, the representative of the Root is idle, since it does not have to interact with any
other module. Figure 2(a) illustrates the hierarchical tree, HTree(Root). Case 2: To make
it more efficient, the Root can do the work of the producer. In that case, it has two children:
Worker and Consumer, each one of which is a singleton extension. Figure 2(b) illustrates
the new hierarchical tree.
As said before, the Worker module is the most time consuming of the three. So it is
decided to use a dynamic-replication template (a basic template) rather than a sequential
singleton template. Consequently the sequential Worker module is replaced with a dynamically replicated Worker module, which is an extension of dynamic-replication template. The
resultant hierarchical tree is illustrated in Figure 2(c). It should be noted that the rest of the
modules and their application code remain unchanged. This type of localized replacement is
called a refinement.
The next section illustares the implementation of this example using the development
system.

3

The Development System

The library-based development system is implemented using the industry standard C++
(SunCC compiler, version 4.1). It was initially built on top of PVM, and later ported to
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the MPI version developed at the Ohio Supercomputing Centre [23]. Each parallel template implementation is a part of the library. The current catalog of implemented templates
are: (1) compositional template, (2) singleton template, and (3) the following basic templates: pipeline, dynamic replication, data-parallel (with mesh and hypercube topologies),
and dynamic divide-and-conquer tree. The catalog also contains detailed description of each
template: the attributes and the various application-dependent parameters associated with
these attributes, and their usages through examples.
Presently the user has two options of using the system: (1) he can directly work on the
C++-based user interface. In that case, he has to handle some of the theoretical and C++related implementation issues. (2) Alternately, he can use a specification language which
eliminates most of the back-ground details and automatically generates the back-end C++
code. The specification language parser is presently implemented using PERL. The textual
interface based on the specification-language is illustrated next.

3.1

The User Interface

Let us consider the Producer-Worker-Consumer example discussed in the previous section.
The implementation using the compositional template is illustrated next. As said before,
there are two possible cases. Let us illustrate the first case, where the root module has three
children: Producer, Worker and Consumer . The user’s portion of the application using the
specification-language looks exactly as follows:
# Case 1: In this case, the root module of the HTree extends a compositional template.
# The root has three child modules: Producer, Worker and Consumer.
Root EXTENDS CompositionalTemplate
{
# Below, fill in the various attributes.
CHILDREN = Producer, Worker, Consumer;
# Other attributes like internal protocol and the external protocol are automatically
# picked up by default, although the user can specify them if he wants to. For
# instance:
# INT_PROTOCOL = PROT_Net;
REP {
# The representative code goes here. In this case, the representative is idle.
}
}
# The Producer module, which extends a singleton template.
Producer EXTENDS SingletonTemplate
{
# A singleton extension can have no children.
REP {
# The representative code goes here.
int *data;
int dataSize;
while (True) {
Produce (data, dataSize);
Send (Worker, data, dataSize); # The "Send" Primitive (a member of protocol: PROT_Net).
}
}
# Other user defined procedures and functions go below:
MISC {
void Produce(int*& data, int& dataSize)
{
# User code for "Produce" will go here.
}
}
}
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# The Worker module.
Worker EXTENDS SingletonTemplate
{
REP {
# The representative code for worker goes here.
int *inData, *outData;
int inDataSize, outDataSize;
while (True){
Receive (Producer, inData, inDataSize); # The "Receive" primitive (a member of protocol: PROT_Net).
#--------------------------------# Now process the data:
Process (inData, inDataSize, outData, outDataSize);
#--------------------------------Send (Consumer, outData, outDataSize); # The "Send" Primitive (a member of PROT_Net).
}
}
MISC {
void Process (int*& inData, int& inDataSize, int*& outData, int& outDataSize)
{
# User code for "Process" goes here:
}
}
}
# The Consumer module.
Consumer EXTENDS SingletonTemplate
{
REP {
int *inData;
int inDataSize;
while (True) {
# The representative code for consumer goes here.
Receive (Worker, inData, inDataSize);
Consume (inData, inDataSize);
}
}
MISC {
void Consume (int* result, int resultSize)
{
# User code for "Consume" goes here:
}
}
}

The internal communication protocol of the compositional template is PROT Net. Consequently, the external protocol of each child module of Root becomes PROT Net (refer to the
development model in the previous section). The primitives Send(...) and Receive(...), used
inside the user code, are members of this protocol.

3.2

Refinement

Let us once again refer to the previous example. Assuming that the Worker module is
the most time consuming, it can replicate its work within some subordinate workers. To
achieve this, the sequential Worker module is refined to a dynamic replication module. Each
replicated subordinate worker, named a SubWorker, is a sequential computing module (also
refer to Figure 2(c)). The change in the application is illustrated next. Since the interactions
of Worker with the other modules (i.e. the two peers, Producer and Consumer, and the
parent) remain unchanged, the other modules and their application code remain untouched
by this change.
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# The refined Worker, which is now a dynamic-replication module instead of a sequential computing module.
Worker EXTENDS ReplicationTemplate
{
# The dynamically-replicated children:
CHILDREN = SubWorker;
REP {
# The representative code for Worker goes here.
int *inData, *outData;
int inDataSize, outDataSize;
int success;
SetReplicationWidth(10); # The maximum number of replicated
# SubWorkers. Not mandatory to set.
while (True){
do {
Receive (Producer, inData, inDataSize); # Interaction with Producer.
success = SendWork (inData, inDataSize); # Keep sending work-loads to free sub-workers
# until none is free and can no longer spawn
# one dynamically.
# It is a member of the internal protocol: PROT_Repl.
} while (success);
# When no sub-worker is free, the Worker processes itself.
Process (inData, inDataSize, outData, outDataSize);
Send (Consumer, outData, outDataSize); # Interaction with Consumer.
while (success = ReceiveResultNB(outData, outDataSize)) # Member of protocol: PROT_Repl.
Send (Consumer, outData, outDataSize); # Interaction with Consumer.
}
}
MISC {
void Process (int*& inData, int& inDataSize, int*& outData, int& outDataSize)
{
# User code for "Process" goes here:
}
}
}
# Each replicated SubWorker extends a singleton template.
SubWorker EXTENDS SingletonTemplate
{
REP {
int *inData, *outData;
int inDataSize, outDataSize;
while (True){
ReceiveWork (inData, inDataSize); # Receive work from parent,i.e. Worker (Member of PROT_Repl).
Process (inData, inDataSize, outData, outDataSize);
SendResult (outData, outDataSize); # Send result to parent (Member of the protocol: PROT_Repl).
}
}
MISC {
void Process (int*& inData, int& inDataSize, int*& outData, int& outDataSize)
{
# User code for "Process" goes here:
}
}
}

The internal communication protocol for ReplicationTemplate is PROT Repl. The primitives
SendWork(...), ReceiveResult(...), ReceiveResultNB(...), ReceiveWork(...), and SendResult(...),
used inside the previous user code, are members of this protocol.

3.3

Another Example

Now we illustrate one more example which implements an efficient parallel version of quick
sort, called the PQSRS (parallel sorting using regular sampling) [24]. It is implemented using
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data-parallel template with PROT 1DMesh as its internal protocol. The implementation
needs peer-to-peer communication, i.e. each mesh-element has to communicate with some
or all of its peers.
The algorithm performs the following steps: (1) the root partitions the data items to be
sorted to the N children (i.e. mesh-elements). Each child then performs sequential quick
sort on its own data items, selects N data items as regular samples, and sends them back to
the root. (2) the root gathers the regular samples from all its children, sorts them, gathers
N − 1 pivot values and broadcasts them to the children. Each child partitions its portion of
sorted items into N disjoint partitions, based on the N − 1 pivot values. (3) Child i keeps
the ith partition and sends the j th partition to its j th peer. Thus, at this phase, each child
has to communicate with all its N − 1 peers. (4) Each child receives N − 1 partitions from its
peers, merges them with its own partition to form a single sorted list, and sends the sorted
list back to the root. Finally, the root concatenates the sorted sub-lists from all its children
to form the final sorted list.
For brevity, only the important portion of the code is illustrated.
# In this example, we name the root of the HTree as "FrontEnd" since it resembles the front-end
# of a physical data-parallel computer.
FrontEnd EXTENDS DataparallelTemplate
{
CHILDREN = MeshElement;
# In this case, the internal protocol needs specification from the user,
# as several variations are possible.
INT_PROTOCOL = PROT_1DMesh;
REP {
int meshWidth = 8;
Array A;
SetMeshWidth (meshWidth); # Set the width of the back-end mesh (Member of the protocol).
ReadData(A, inFile);
PQSRS (A, meshWidth);
WriteData (A, outFile);
}
MISC {
void ReadData (Array& A, char* inFile)
{
# User code for reading in the unsorted data elements.
}
void WriteData (const Array& A, char* outFile)
{
# User code for writing out the sorted data.
}
void PQSRS (Array& A, int meshWidth)
{
Array* Temp = new Array[meshWidth];
int partitionSize = A.DataSize()/meshWidth;
# Step 1: Partition list and distribute work to mesh elements.
for (int i = 0; i < meshWidth; i++){
if (i < (meshWidth - 1))
Temp[i] = A.SubRange(i * partitionSize, ((i+1) * partitionSize) - 1);
else
Temp[i] = A.SubRange(i * partitionSize, A.DataSize() - 1);
}
for (i = 0; i < meshWidth; i++)
SendSpecific (i, Temp[i].Data(), Temp[i].DataSize()); # Send to a specific child.
# A member of the protocol: PROT_1DMesh.
# Step 2: Receive regular samples from mesh-elements, sort them, create pivots and broad-cast
# them to all mesh-elements.
for (i = 0; i < meshWidth; i++)
ReceiveSpecific (i , Temp[i].Data(), Temp[i].DataSize()); # Member of the protocol: PROT_1DMesh.
A = Cat (Temp, meshWidth);
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QuickSort (A);
CreatePivots (A, meshWidth);
BroadCast (A.Data(), A.DataSize()); # Broadcast to all children (A member of the protocol).
# Step 3: Finally receive sorted sub-lists from mesh-elements and concatenate them.
for (i = 0; i < meshWidth; i++){
Array temp;
int id;
ReceiveFromAnyChild (temp.Data(), temp.DataSize(), id); # Member of the protocol: PROT_1DMesh.
Temp[id] = temp;
}
A = Cat(Temp, meshWidth);
delete[] Temp;
}
Array Cat(Array *Temp, int meshWidth)
{
# Called from PQSRS(). Insert code here.
}
void CreatePivots (Array& A, int meshWidth)
{
# Called from PQSRS(). Insert code here.
}
}
}
# We name each child module as "MeshElement", since it resembles a mesh-element at the
# back-end of a physical data-parallel computer with mesh topology.
MeshElement EXTENDS SingletonTemplate
{
REP {
# Obtain information about the width of the mesh, and my
# position in the mesh.
int meshWidth = GetMeshWidth(); # A member of the protocol: PROT_1DMesh.
int myIndex = GetMyPosition(); # Member of the protocol: PROT_1DMesh.
Array A, Sample;
# Step 1: Receive data, quick-sort it, create regular samples, and send samples back
ReceiveFromParent (A.Data(), A.DataSize()); # Receive from FrontEnd (A member of the
QuickSort(A);
CreateSamples (A, Sample, meshWidth);
SendToParent (Sample.Data(), Sample.DataSize()); # Send to FrontEnd (A member of the
# Step 2: Receive pivot values from parent, exchange sorted data with peers based on
# pivots to create the final sorted sub-list, and send it back to parent.
Sample.Delete();
ReceiveFromParent (Sample.Data(), Sample.DataSize());
Exchange (A, Sample);
SendToParent (A.Data(), A.DataSize()); # Finally, send results to FrontEnd.
}
MISC {
void CreateSamples (const Array& A, Array& Sample, int meshWidth)
{
# User code to be inserted here.
}
void Exchange (Array& A, const Array& Sample)
{
# Code for exchanging information with its peers, and to create the final
# sorted sub-list. It needs peer-to-peer communication. The members of the
# protocol, used for communicating with the peers, i.e. other mesh-elements,
# are:
# SendToSpecificPeer (int to, datatype* Data, int dataSize), and
# ReceiveFromSpecificPeer (int from, datatype*& data, int& dataSize).
#
# The actual code size is large enough and hence it is omitted for brevity.
}
}
}
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4

A Critical Assessment of the Model

After having described the template-based model and illustrating some features of the development system, we turn our attention towards reviewing some of the key issues of the
model: flexibility or openness, and extendibility. Results of experiments conducted to assess
the performance of the system are also discussed.
Each template design is essentially based on the message-passing programming paradigm.
The internal communication protocol associated with a template captures the parallel programming model and the designated topology associated with the template. A good selection
of parallel templates have been implemented. To the best of our knowledge, this selection of
templates covers a vast majority of the parallel algorithms in frequent use today. However,
if a user chooses not to use any of these templates, and instead use the low-level message
passing primitives, he can still use the system with ease. The compositional template and
its associated internal protocol PROT Net provides this lowest level of abstraction. An application can always be implemented using sequential modules (i.e. singleton extensions)
which can interact with one another using the lowest-level message passing primitives inside
PROT Net. Besides, as is already illustrated in the previous section, the programmer can
inter-mix these low-level primitives with higher-level programming models at different levels
of hierarchy, under the same development platform.
By laying down a generic way of defining and implementing a template, programmers
can develop new templates and add them to the template library, thus making the system
truly extendible. As discussed before, templates have generic attributes. Consequently,
each template inherits from a common base class, which provides the common behavior and
interfaces for all templates. The common base class contains some pure virtual functions,
i.e. interfaces and protected members without implementation, that individual template can
override to define its unique structure and behavior. The issue of extendibility is itself the
topic of a full paper, and will not be discussed here in detail for brevity.

4.1

Experiments and Performance Results

A set of experiments were conducted to assess the performance of the system. The PQSRS
algorithm described in section 3 was implemented using the data-parallel template with
mesh-topology (as already illustrated) and experiments were conducted to ascertain its performance on a cluster of Sun Sparc workstations connected by a 10-megabit ethernet network. The algorithm needs extensive amount of peer-to-peer communication among the
mesh-elements. A second set of experiments was conducted to measure the performance of a
2-D discrete convolution algorithm [22]. The same data-parallel template and the topology
was used. Unlike the PQSRS algorithm, the discrete-convolution algorithm does not require
any communication among its peers.
The 2-D discrete convolution algorithm was tested on a 400 × 400 pixel image, using a
5 × 5 mask. A pixel size is 1 byte. The PQSRS algorithm was used to sort 10000 randomly
generated objects1 . For the discrete convolution algorithm, the speed-up ratio was measured
1

Time to compare two objects is approximately 5 ms.
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with respect to the best sequential algorithm. In the case of PQSRS, the speed-up ratio
was measured with respect to the same sequential quick-sort routine used inside PQSRS.
The sequential and parallel versions were implemented using identical data-structures and
tested on the same data-sets. The results are illustrated in Figure 3. Granularity and
problem sizes played major rules in both experiments. As it turns out in both the cases,
the granularity becomes too small with more than 10 processors and hence the performance
gradually degrades.

4.2

Assessing Complexity using Software Metrics

From the software engineering point of view, a recent quantitative study was done at the
University of Waterloo [30]. The concept of software metrics is well established and a variety
of software metrics have been used over time to measure the qualities of software products.
In this research work, some candidate metrics for measuring software qualities, especially
complexity, have been collected. The set of software metrics was measured for templatebased and non-template-based code for the same set of applications.
The relationship between software quality and complexity metrics has been researched
for many years. Those experiments have shown that complexity metrics are interrelated with
each other and several complexity metrics are related to software quality to some degree.
There are several metrics related to code complexity. This quantitative study concentrated
on four prominent complexity metrics for code: (i) executable lines of code, (ii) number
of decision points, (iii) Halstead software science metrics [16], (iv) McCabe’s cyclomatic
complexity metrics [20, 21]. Halstead’s metric is a refinement of counting executable lines
of code. Operators and operands form the basic units of measurement in Halstead’s metric.
McCabe’s metric is a refinement of the number of decision points. McCabe’s objective is to
determine the number of paths through a program that must be tested to ensure complete
coverage. It is a measurement of the amount of difficulty in understanding the program.
The study [30] shows that the use of templates lowers software complexity as compared to
the code written using MPI. Table 1 shows this comparison for PQSRS algorithm based on
some of the collected metrics. Table 2 shows the same comparison for Discrete Convolution
algorithm. Each table has six columns. The first column contains the names of the metrics.
The second column contains the metric mnemonics. Ranges of the acceptable values of the
selected metrics are contained in columns three and four respectively. The average calculated
values for the corresponding metrics are illustrated in the next two columns for the same
application, one for the implementation using MPI and the other for the implementation
using the template-based model. Both implementations use identical data-structures.

5

Related Research Work

The idea of using commonly occurring parallel structures is not something new. Its significance was recognized and explored by a number of researchers and system designers.
A number of parallel programming systems support such structures [2, 4, 6, 7, 10–12, 25–27].
All these systems employ the idea of separation of specifications (also refer to section 1).
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Distinctions between these systems and others like those based on communication libraries,
parallel programming languages etc. are discussed in detail in [28].
This template-based model has in part been inspired by the large body of the previously mentioned work. However, it handles some of the major shortcomings of the previous
approaches.
First, most of the previous systems support only interconnection of modules, possibly
with special syntax, to perform replication, fan-in or fan-out. There is no encapsulation of
higher level communication behavior. On the contrary, a parallel template in this model has
behavioral attributes: the parallel programming model and the communication protocols,
which reflect the model and the designated topology of the template. Furthermore, various
attributes associated with a template are parameterized. Compare it with graphical systems
like Tracs [4] where, for example, separate drawings are necessary for creating divide-andconquer structures with different depths and widths. The divide-and-conquer template in our
model encapsulates the generic structure and behavior of such a template, without requiring
separate specifications.
Second, the support for high-level parallel structures in most previous systems is hardcoded into the system. This means that adding a new template to the system usually
requires major modifications to the system. On the contrary, the templates in this model
are generic and context-insensitive, which allow gradual addition of new templates to the
template library as per need. This issue of extendibility has already been discussed in the
previous section. Besides, the present library of templates already covers the high-level
structures found in hard-coded systems like Frameworks [27], Enterprise [25] and HeNCE
[2].
Third, in most of the previous systems, the user was restricted to use only the high
level parallel structures supported by the system. If the user’s application requires certain
structures that are not directly supported, it is often very difficult or even impossible to
use the system for that particular application. In other words, the user is hand-tied by the
constraints of the system, which affect his flexibility (or openness). As discussed in detail in
the previous section, flexibility is one of the major issues addressed by this model.
To the best of our knowledge, Tracs [4] is the only other parallel programming system
that has the goal of providing both flexibility and extendibility while supporting high level
parallel structures. However, there are a number of major differences with Tracs. In Tracs,
a user can graphically create a multiprocess structure and save it in the library for later use.
There is no way of assigning behavior to such a graphical structure. Besides, the system does
not use any standard interface to these structures (compare it with the representative and
the adaptable external protocol in this model). This would adversely affect the capability to
compose an application using more than one of these structures. Also, as already mentioned,
the structures in Tracs are not parameterized.
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6

Future Directions and Conclusion

Supporting the abstraction of high-level parallel templates as re-usable components for commonly used parallel algorithms is a challenging goal. To the best of our knowledge, this
template-based model together with the development system is the first model and system
that aims at providing context-insensitive and application-independent library of templates.
The templates in this model are generic, with associated structural and behavioral attributes
which can be parameterized. The canonical definition of templates, together with their
context-insensitiveness and a library-based approach, facilitates extendibility of the system.
The support for various protocols and programming models, starting from the lowest-level
message-passing primitives inside PROT Net, under the same development platform and the
possibility of inter-mixing them at various levels of hierarchy can provide a good amount of
flexibility to the user. The model directly supports composition of various parallel modules
through their generic interfaces. This, in turn, facilitates the hierarchical development and
subsequent refinements of a parallel application.
The present set of templates support those message-passing models of parallel computation, which can provide high granularity parallel applications on a MIMD environment.
The programming model is SPMD (which is completely hidden from the user). Incorporation of new templates for such environments is an ongoing research activity. The ultimate
goal is to support templates for a network-cluster where some of the nodes in the cluster
can be shared-memory multiprocessors. To achieve this, templates for shared-memory based
algorithms and the necessary refinements in the model to fit in these templates, need to be
investigated. Usability of the system is another issue. The template and protocol implementations, and the user’s interface of the development system are continually being refined to
improve performance and the usability of the system.
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Figure 1: Relationship between a parallel template and a module.
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Figure 2: Hierarchical tree for the producer-consumer example.
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Figure 3: Speed-up Ratio Vs. Number of processors.

Metrics
Mnemonic
Low
Number of statements
N STMTS
1
Total operand occurrences TOT OPND 1
Different operands
DIFF OPND 1
Total operator occurrences TOT OPTR 2
Different operators
DIFF OPTR 2
Program size
PR SZ
2.00
Intelligence content
INTELL
4.75
Program complexity
PR CPXTY 1.00
Mental effort
EFFORT
4.75
Programming time
CODE T
0.26
Cyclomatic number
VG
1
Design complexity
DES CPX
1

High
50
152
38
198
18
274.47
1255.98
36.00
73172.68
4065.15
15
10

Average Value
Using MPI
27.14
82.28
20.14
133.00
24.14
211.16
21.61
48.46
1.09E+05
6061.17
4
3.57

Table 1: Assessment for the PQSRS Algorithm
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Average Value
Using Templates
11.54
32.72
10.45
43.36
12.09
133.52
17.64
24.64
28846.95
1602.60
2.81
2.54

Average Value
Metrics
Mnemonic
Low High
Using MPI
Number of statements
N STMTS
1
50
20.33
152
64.33
Total operand occurrences TOT OPND 1
Different operands
DIFF OPND 1
38
18.33
Total operator occurrences TOT OPTR 2
198
103.66
Different operators
DIFF OPTR 2
18
24.83
Program size
PR SZ
2.00 274.47
196.97
Intelligence content
INTELL
4.75 1255.98 20.04
Program complexity
PR CPXTY 1.00 36.00
44.39
Mental effort
EFFORT
4.75 73172.68 62480.73
0.26 4065.15 3471.15
Programming time
CODE T
Cyclomatic number
VG
1
15
3.66
Design complexity
DES CPX
1
10
3.16
Table 2: Assessment for the Discrete Convolution Algorithm
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Average Value
Using Templates
8.81
27.09
9.45
35.90
11.54
119.24
16.62
21.64
16564.92
920.27
2.45
2.18

